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Year 7 

 Research Planning & Designing Making Evaluating 
 
 
Deepening 

Pupils: 
- Can understand CAD and CREO 3d and 
its importance as a design tool. 
- Can use inspirational material  
- Can comment as to why it is selected 
and how it will be useful to them. 
- Can use the terms NICHE market, 
Target Market  
- can  understand  USER NEEDS 
 
  

Pupils: 
-Can use CREO well and use addition tools without prompting 
- Can use inspirational material to extend their creativity of design 
and ideation. 
- Can use ideation strategies to push design creation 
-generate a range of ideas 
- Can use 3d and some 2 d sketching 
-Can use evaluative comments to fully communicate ideas 
-Can use the 5GA’s  and create the ‘Wow factor’ 
-show development steps to progress design ideas 
- have a final design 
-will have used MODELLING to test design and evaluated.  
-have evidence of a work plan  

Pupils: 
- Can build with a range of CREO models using ,Extrude, Taper, Round, 
Chamfer and RENDER and texture. 
-have used design techniques to assure quality graphics e.g. the 5GA’s 
Sketch frames and grids 
Use of mirror for symmetry. 
-select and use the correct tools 
-use tools safely 
-use TESTING to ensure their making procedures are correct  
-make to a high standard, ensuring mechanisms reliably work 
-have used alignment and gluing techniques to ensure full functionality of 
pop up mechanism 
-have been adventurous in the choice and number of mechanisms (V fold, 
parallel fold and combinations of) 

-Can reflect on own and the 
work of others and make 
realistic suggestions for 
making improvements  
-Test their product with 
others  and discover USER 
Satisfaction 
-Evaluate product against 
Design Specification 
-Report on how to improve 
further 

 
 
Securing  

 
 
 

Pupils: 
-- Can understand CAD and CREO 3d 
and its importance as a design tool. 
- Can use inspirational material and 
explained how it will be useful to them. 
- have demonstrated an understanding 
of NICHE market. 
- they demonstrate understanding of 
USER NEEDS and can identify typical 
USERS 
 
  

Pupils: 
-Can use 10 steps to CREO well with prompts for the use of 
additional tools 
-Can use some part of inspirational material in their design 
- Can use ideas storms 
-created realistic ideas 
-2 d  and some 3 d sketches 
-Can comment on suitable ideas and reasons 
-Can use the 5 GA’s with success 
-Can work to a final design solution by sketch development 
-will have used MODELLING to test design.  
-have made considerations to planning their making 

Pupils will: 
-Can build with a range of CREO models using ,Extrude, Taper, Round, 
Chamfer and RENDER 
-have used the 5GA’s 
Sketch frames and grids 
-select and use the correct tools 
-use tools safely 
-use TESTING to ensure quality making 
-make to a good standard, ensuring mechanisms reliably work 
-have used alignment and gluing techniques with success  to ensure 
functionality of pop up mechanism 
-will have used the more technical pop up mechanisms  (V fold)  (Parallel 
fold) 

-Can reflect on own and the 
work of others 
- suggestions for making 
improvements  
-Test their product with 
others  and discover USER 
Satisfaction 
-Evaluate product against 
Design Specification 
-Report on how to improve 
further 

 
Advancing  
 

Pupils: 
- have some selected inspirational 
material and expressed how it will be 
useful to them 
 - have demonstrated an understanding 
of NICHE market. 
- they demonstrate understanding of 
USER NEEDS and can identify typical 
USERS 

Pupils: 
-Can use the 10 steps to CREO 
-Can select inspirational material and use it to assist design 
- Can explore ideas through an ideas storm 
-have not fully used the 5GA’s 
-created more than one realistic idea 
-have comments on how effective the design is 
-Development is limited 
-will have made a model to assist them to understand the steps to 
making        -basic plans for making 

Pupils will: 
- In CREO, can create a hole round and chamfer 
-Can use a ran 
-have used the 5GA’s 
Sketch frames and grids 
-select and use the correct tools 
-use tools safely 
-have some testing to guide their making 
-make to a good standard,  but mechanisms showing evidence of 
misalignment 
-use basic popup mechanisms 

-Can reflect on own and the 
work of others 
 
 
-Evaluate product against 
Design Specification 
-Report on how to improve 
further 

 
 

Emerging  
 

Pupils: 
- have  some selected inspirational 
material 
 - have demonstrated an understanding 
of NICHE market. 
- they demonstrate that they know who 
typical USERS are 
 

Pupils will: 
-Can use the 10 steps to CREO with prompting 
- have a limited range of inspirational material 
- have listed their ideas        -limited ideas range 
-some basic comments on the value of the design 
-have little or no development – the idea becomes finalised without 
modification 
-will have made a test model 

Pupils will: 
- Can create a block model in CREO 
-have used the 5GA’s 
Sketch frames and grids 
-select and use the correct tools 
-use tools safely 
-have used testing to aid there making understanding  
-mechanisms not functioning fully   -use basic popup mechanisms 

-Can reflect on own and the 
work of others 
- suggestions for making 
improvements  
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Year 8 

 Research Planning & Designing Making Evaluating 
 
 

Deepening 
 

Pupils: 
- Can understand CAD and CREO 3d and 
its importance as a design tool. 
- Can use inspirational material  to 
design effectively  
- Can comment as to why it is selected 
and how it will be useful to them. 
- Can use the terms NICHE market, 
Target Market  
- can  understand  USER NEEDS and fit 
their design to the USER requirements 
- can understand the Term 
MERCHANDISE 
-Can generate and present multi 
levelled ideas storm and support the 
ideas with annotated commentary . 
- Can generate a thorough design 
specification and use it to design to. 
-Can explore and use 2 d design (CAD)  
-have explored the torch components in 
detail 
-have gained knowledge of SMART 
MATERIALS and understand how QTC 
works 
 
  

Pupils: 
-Can use CREO well and use addition tools without prompting 
- Can use inspirational material to extend their creativity of design 
and ideation. 
- Can use ideation strategies to push design creation 
-generate a range of ideas 
- Can use 3d and some 2 d sketching 
-Can use evaluative comments to fully communicate ideas 
-Can use the 5GA’s  and create the ‘Wow factor’ 
-show development steps to progress design ideas 
- have a final design 
-can use 2 design and control cutting operations 
-will have used CREO 3d MODELLING to test design and evaluate.  
-have evidence of a work plan and working safely 

Pupils: 
- Can design and build CREO models using, Extrude, Taper, Round, Chamfer 
and RENDER and texture.  (CAD) 
-have used design techniques to assure quality graphics e.g. the 5GA’s 
Sketch frames and grids 
-select and use the correct tools 
-use tools safely 
- have developed a plan of their making 
-have developed their CAD to improve design and CAD efficiency 
-use TESTING to ensure their making procedures are correct  
-make to a high standard, ensuring that the CAD cut and engrave 
instructions are correct. 
-have used alignment and gluing techniques to ensure full functionality of 
torch assembly. 
-have been creative in their CAD design  
-torch works well 

-Can reflect on own and the 
work of others and make 
realistic suggestions for 
making improvements  
-Test their product with 
others  and discover USER 
Satisfaction 
-Evaluate product against 
Design Specification 
-Report on how to improve 
further 
Can relate their design and 
making to their learning 
development 

 
 
 

Securing 
 

Pupils: 
- Can understand CAD and CREO 3d and 
its importance as a design tool. 
- Can use inspirational material to assist 
design 
- Can comment as to why it is selected 
and how it will be useful to them. 
- Can use the terms Target Market  
- can  understand  USER NEEDS 
- can understand the Term 
MERCHANDISE 
-Can generate and present multi 
levelled ideas storm 
-Can explore and use 2 d design (CAD)  
-have researched the torch components 
in detail 
-have gained knowledge of SMART 
MATERIALS and understand how QTC 
works 
-Can generate a detailed design 

Pupils: 
-Can use CREO well and use addition tools without prompting 
- Can use inspirational material to extend their creativity of design 
and ideation. 
- Can use ideation strategies to push design creation 
-generate a range of ideas 
- Can use 3d and some 2 d sketching 
-Can use evaluative comments to fully communicate ideas 
-Can use the 5GA’s  and create the ‘Wow factor’ 
-show development steps to progress design ideas 
- have a final design 
-can use 2 design and control cutting operations 
-will have used CREO 3d MODELLING to test design and evaluate.  
-have evidence of a work plan and working safely 

Pupils: 
- Can build a range of CREO models using, Extrude, Taper, Round, Chamfer 
and RENDER and texture. (CAD) 
-have used design techniques to assure quality graphics e.g. the 5GA’s 
Sketch frames and grids 
-select and use the correct tools 
-use tools safely 
-have a plan for making  
-have developed their CAD to improve design and CAD efficiency 
-make to a high standard, ensuring that the CAD cut and engrave 
instructions are correct. 
-torch is assembled correctly and adjustments made  
-have been creative in their CAD design  
-torch works well 

-Can reflect on own and the 
work of others 
-Test their product with 
others  and discover USER 
Satisfaction 
-Evaluate product against 
Design Specification 
-Make suggestions as to how 
to improve the design 
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specification 
 
  

 
 

Advancing 
 
 

Pupils: 
- have some selected inspirational 
material and expressed how it will be 
useful to them 
- have demonstrated understanding of 
USER NEEDS and can identify typical 
USERS 
-have a basic understanding of product 
merchandising 
-can generate a basic design 
specification 
- have explored the basics of 2 d design 

Pupils: 
-Can use the 10 steps to CREO 
-Can select inspirational  material and use it to assist design 
- Can explore ideas through an ideas storm 
-have not fully used the 5GA’s 
-created a range of design ideas 
-Can explain what their design is trying to achieve 
-Development is limited 
-will have made a model to assist them to understand the steps to 
making         
-basic plans for making 
- CAD design requires further corrections to facilitate laser cutting 

Pupils : 
- In CREO, can draw extrude and create holes, round and chamfer 
-have used the 5GA’s 
-have used sketch frames 
-select and use the correct tools  
-use tools safely 
-make to a good standard 
-have modified CAD work to develop the solution 
-ensure that the CAD cut and engrave instructions are correct. 
-have correctly assembled the torch 
-have been creative in their CAD design  
-torch works  

-Can reflect on own and the 
work of others 
 
 
-Evaluate product against 
Design Specification 
-Report on how to improve 
further 

 
 

Emerging 
 

Pupils: 
- have  some selected inspirational 
material 
- they demonstrate that they know who 
typical USERS are 
- can list basic design criteria to fulfil 
USER NEEDs 
-can understand that materials behave 
differently due to their material 
properties 

Pupils will: 
-Can use the 10 steps to CREO with prompting 
- have a range of inspirational material 
- have listed their ideas        -limited ideas range 
-some basic comments on the value of the design 
-have little or no development – the idea becomes finalised without 
modification. 
- CAD design may require corrections. 

Pupils: 
- Can create a block model in CREO and modify and render 
-have used the 5GA’s 
Sketch frames and grids 
-select and use the correct tools 
-use tools safely 
-have made modifications to their CAD 
-have correctly controlled the CAD cut lines and engraving 

-Can reflect on own and the 
work of others 
- suggestions for making 
improvements  
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Year 9 

 Research Planning & Designing Making Evaluating 
 
 
Deepening 
 
 

Pupils: 
- Can understand CAD and CREO 3d and its importance 
as a design tool. 
-Have secured wider knowledge of CREO and its tooling 
through their natural curiosity. 
- Can select appropriate research material and use to 
develop  inspirational  material  to influence their 
design 
- Can comment as to why it is selected and how it will 
be useful to them. 
- Can understand product investigation and analysis 
through ACCESS FM 
- can  understand  USER NEEDS and design 
requirements 
-Can generate and present multi levelled ideas storm 
and Morphing of ideas 
- Can generate a thorough design specification and use 
it to guide design 
-Can explore and use 2 d design (CAD) building on 
previous skills 
-have explored the lamp components in detail 
- have explored jointing methods in wood frame 
construction 

Pupils: 
-Can use CREO well and use addition tools without prompting 
- Can use inspirational material to extend their creativity of design and 
ideation. 
- Can use ideation strategies to push design creation 
-generate a range of ideas 
-ideas demonstrate considerations to aesthetics 
-ideas demonstrate considerations to ergonomics 
- Can use 2 d and 3 sketching in relation to each other 
-Can use evaluative annotated comments to fully communicate ideas 
-Can use the 5GA’s  and create the ‘Wow factor’ 
-show development steps to progress design ideas 
- have a final design 
-can use 2 design and have controlled the cutting operations 
-will have used CREO 3d MODELLING to test design and evaluate.  
-have evidence of a work plan and working safely 

Pupils: 
- Can build with a range of CREO models using 
,Extrude, Taper, Round, Chamfer and RENDER and 
texture and ASSEMBLE multi model products 
-have used design techniques to assure quality 
graphics e.g. the 5GA’s, sketch frames and grids 
-select and use the correct tools 
-use tools safely 
-use TESTING to ensure their making procedures are 
correct  
-make to a high standard, ensuring CAD cut and 
engrave instructions are correct.  Accurately 
measure and mark out hand crafted materials 
-have used alignment and gluing techniques to 
ensure glue assembly  is true and square 
-have cut components to the correct size and 
ensuring correct fit 
-have been creative in their CAD design to heighten  
the aesthetic lamp effects 
-have been especially creative in their hand drawn 
graphics producing high level aesthetic effect 
-Mood lamp works well 

-Can reflect on own and 
the work of others and 
make realistic suggestions 
for making improvements  
-Test their product with 
others  and discover USER 
Satisfaction 
-Evaluate product against 
Design Specification 
-Report on how to improve 
further 
Can relate their design and 
making to their learning 
development 

 
 
 

Securing 
 

Pupils: 
- Can understand CAD and CREO 3d and its use in 
design 
- Can collect, present and use inspirational material to 
assist design 
- Can comment and explain why it is useful 
- Can use ACCESS FM to investigate in detail similar 
existing products 
- can  understand  USER NEEDS 
-Can generate and present multi levelled ideas storm 
-Can explore and use 2 d design (CAD)  
-have researched the lamp components in detail 
-have gained knowledge of wood frame joints 
-Can generate a detailed design specification 

Pupils: 
-Can use CREO well and can use a range of CREO tools 
-designs have been influenced by the work of others 
- have produced a range of ideas using some ideation strategies 
-ideas use aesthetics 
- Can use 3d and some 2 d sketching 
-Can use annotated comments to fully communicate ideas 
-Can use the 5GA’s  well to enhance design work visually 
-designs are progressed through development work 
- have a final design 
-can use 2 design and set the control s for the cutting operations 
-will have used CREO 3d MODELLING to test design 
-have evidence of a work plan and working safely 

Pupils: 
- Can build with a range of CREO models using, 
Extrude, Taper, Round, Chamfer and RENDER and 
texture. 
-have used design techniques to assure quality 
graphics e.g. the 5GA’s,  sketch frames and grids 
-select and use the correct tools 
-use tools safely 
-use TESTING to ensure their making procedures are 
correct  
-make to a high standard, ensuring CAD cut and 
engrave instructions are correct. 
-have used alignment techniques with mixed 
outcome 
-have been creative in their CAD design  
-have used the 5GA’s to good effect  
 

-Can reflect on own and 
the work of others 
-Test their product with 
others  and discover USER 
Satisfaction 
-Evaluate product against 
Design Specification 
-Make suggestions as to 
how to improve the design 
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Advancing 
 
 
 

Pupils: 
- have some selected inspirational material and 
expressed how it will be useful to them 
- have demonstrated understanding of USER NEEDS 
and can identify typical USERS 
-have a basic understanding of product merchandising 
-can generate a basic design specification 
- have explored the basics of 2 d design 

Pupils: 
-Can use the 10 steps to CREO 
-Can select inspirational material and use it to assist design 
- Can explore ideas through an ideas storm 
-have not fully used the 5GA’s 
-created a range of design ideas 
-consider aesthetics in their designs 
-Can explain what their design is trying to achieve 
-generate a range of ideas using 2d and some 3d sketching 
-Development is limited 
-Can use labelling and some annotated comment to support design 
-Can use the 5GA’s with good effect 
-designs show limited development 
- have a final design 
-can use 2 design to control cutting operations 
-will have used CREO 3d MODELLING to demonstrate design intent 
-work plan is outlined      

Pupils: 
- Can build with a range of CREO models using 
,Extrude, Taper, Round, Chamfer and RENDER and 
texture. 
- have used sketch frames and grids to support 
graphic quality 
-select and use the correct tools 
-use tools safely 
-make to a good standard, ensuring CAD cut and 
engrave instructions are correct. 
-have used alignment techniques with mixed 
outcome 
-have been creative in their CAD design  
-have used the 5GA’s to enhance aesthetics 
 

-Can reflect on own and 
the work of others 
 
 
-Evaluate product against 
Design Specification 
-Report on how to improve 
further 

 
 

Emerging 
 

Pupils: 
- have  some selected inspirational  material 
- they demonstrate that they know who typical USERS 
are 
- can list basic design criteria to fulfil USER NEEDs 
-can understand that materials behave differently due 
to their material properties 

Pupils will: 
-Can use the 10 steps to CREO with prompting 
- have a limited range of inspirational material 
- have listed their ideas -limited ideas range 
-some basic comments on the value of the design 
- have little or no development – the idea becomes finalised without 
modification. 
- CAD design may require corrections. 

Pupils: 
- Can create a block model in CREO 
-have used the 5GA’s 
- have use sketch frames and grids 
-select and use the correct tools 
-use tools safely 
-jointing, sizing and alignment are a challenge 

-Can reflect on own and 
the work of others 
- suggestions for making 
improvements  

 


